In the present paper the infinite-server MMAPk|Gk|∞ queueing model with random resource vector of customers, marked MAP arrival and semi-Markov (SM) arrival of catastrophes is considered. The joint generating functions (PGF) of transient and stationary distributions of number of busy servers and numbers of different types served customers, as well as Laplace transformations (LT) of joint distributions of total accumulated resources in the model at moment t and total accumulated resources of served customers during time interval [0, ) t are found. The basic differential and renewal equations for transient and stationary PGF of queue sizes of customers are found. Key words: marked MAP, infinite-server queue model, catastrophe, resource vector
Introduction
From the time of Erlang's pioneering research [1] , queueing models with many servers, in particular, the infinite-server models, have been widely used for modelling and performance evaluation of wired and wireless computer and telecommunication networks [2] . As shown by large number of measurements the traffic of modern computer networks has self-similar nature and can be characterized by the heterogeneousness, the non-stationarity, the burstiness, and the correlations [3] . Network traffics in queue are generally described by traffic models based on finite Markovian Processes: Markov Arrival Process (MAP), Batch MAP (BMAP), Marked MAP (MMAP) and their generalizations [3, 4] . The MMAP and MAP arrivals properties and their applications are presented in [4, 5, 6] and are not duplicated here.
The BMAP|G|∞ model and some of its predictions studied by [7, 8] . By using semi-Markov processes (SMP), matrix analytic methods the PGF of the number of busy servers and its moments are considered. The models with phase type arrival PH |G|∞ and Markov modulated arrival N|G|∞ are considered in [9, 10] . The queueing model Mk|Mk|∞ with correlated k heterogeneous customers in a batch and exponential service time is studied by [11] . The joint PGF of the number of type k customers being served in the system is derived explicitly by solving partial differential equations. The generalization of this model for general service time Mk|Gk|∞ Poisson arrival of customers and BMk|Gk|∞ with k correlated heterogeneous customers in a batch is considered in [12, 13] . In steady state, the joint PGF of queue length of customers by using collective mark method CMM and conditional expectations is derived in [13] . The model MAPk|Gk|∞ with the structured batch arrival of k types of customers is considered in [14] . In steady state, the differential equations for PGF of the number of busy server and its solution are obtained. In steady state, the differential equations for PGF of queue length and its moments are obtained. The first and second order asymptotes of queue length for the models MAP|G|∞, MMPP|G|∞, G|G|∞ based on supplementary variable method are studied in [15] .
To evaluate the impact of network environment on networks performance metrics the infinite-server models in the random enviroment (RE) are applied. The queue size distribution of the model M|G|∞ in semi-Markov (SM) environment is studied in [16] [17] [18] [19] . By the method of supplementary variable and the original method of dynamic screening first and second order asymptotes of queue size distribution are obtained [16] . The stochastic decomposition formula for queue length distribution is obtained in [17] . The queue M|G|∞ in random environment with clearing mechanism is studied in [17, 18] . The environmental clearing process is modeled by an m-state irreducible SMP. The transient and steady-state queue length distributions by using renewal arguments are obtained. The MMAPk|Gk|∞ queue in SM environment and catastrophes is studied in [20] . The PGFs of joint distributions of queue size and number of served customers by using renewal arguments and differential equations are found. The of infinite-server queue MMAPk(t)|Gk|∞ with Poisson stream catastrophes and nonhomogeneous marked MAP arrival of customers is studied in [21] . The PGF of queue length of different types of customers is obtained. The model M|M|∞ with disasters in steadystate is studied in [22, 23] .
In many applications of queueing models such as computer and communication networks and systems, production systems, transportation systems, economics, finances and insurance systems the customers characterize by vector of requesting resources which components can be determinic or random quantities. For instance one component can describe number of servers necessary to serve the customer, second -amount of time necessary to serve the customer, next -the volume of space to save the customer and so on. Also the customers must have some features necessary to be accepted by system. Some components of resource vectors can be discrete (number of servers, amount of parts) and others can be continuous (spacevolume to save, amount of finances, power).
Despite importance of resource models of customers in queuing theory, there are very few works devoted to research such kind of models, see for example [20, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
The main methods to study the infinite-server queues are: supplementary variables method [30] , the method which based on conditional expectations [30, 31] , and collective marks method (CMM) method [30, 32, 33] . The last method is also called "supplementary event" [30] or "catastrophes" method [32, 33] and has been used successfully for queue models with priorities [33] . CMM have been used for infinite-server models in [13] for BMk|Gk |∞ queue with Poisson arrival of batches and in [34] for M|SM |∞ queue. In [34] the method is mentioned but does not used to obtain some results.
In this paper we consider some generalizations of [17, 20, 24] results for infinite-server MMAPk|Gk |∞ queue in random environment and catastrophes. The joint PGF of transient and stationary distributions of number of busy servers and numbers of served customers, as well as the LT of joint distributions of total accumulated resource in the model and total accumulated resource vectors of served customers during time interval [0, ) t are found. The renewal equations for transient and stationary PGF of queue sizes of different types of customers are found as well. All results are obtained using CMM and renewal process methods.
Model Description
We consider an infinite-server MMAP|G|∞ queue model in random environment (RE) with K types of customers and catastrophes. The RE operates according to stationary, irreducible semi-Markov process (SMP) ( 
s Ks 
The counting process.
Let consider the counting process (CP){ ( ), ( ); 0} 
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The solution of differential equation (1) is given by
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The stationary arrival rates of type r customers and all customers regardless of type arriving in [0, ) t are given by T Pt z , which are defined as follow 12 12
The proof of lemma based on Theorem 1, MMAP properties and Bernoulli thinning operation properties [5, 34] . Let just interpret the GM , e.g. see [7] . of the model MMAPr|Gr|  can be proved the following result (e.g. see [20, 35, 36] The proof of (5) can be done by using the method of collective marks [32] or renewal arguments [35] [36] [37] . For the proof of (5) we can use (1) and (3) . Let consider the proof by the CMM. First of all let note that each type r customer which arrivs at moment u will be served up to moment t with probability () r B t u − or will be in the model at moment t with probability ). After using the total probabilities rule we derive the equation (6) .
Theorem 3. The solution of (5) and (6) is given by . (7) The proof is based on thinning lemma. When 22 ,
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from (7) we obtain the LST of PGF joint distribution number of busy servers and total accumulated resources in the model at moment t :
where ( , , , , ) t A z z s s in left side of (10) is the probability of event "no blue customers was served in the model during interval of time [0, ) t no blue customer is serving in the model at moment t ". This event can be realized in two mutually independent ways: either "the first customer arrives into empty model after time t " (with probability 1 ( ) At − ) or "first batch of customers arrives at moment , u u t  " (with probability () dA u ). This batch includes () a n customers of different types and "all customers in the batch are red" (with probability 
Where ( , , ) r P n t i is a conditional probability of having n batches in service at time t and PP is in state i given that at initial moment model was empty and PP was in state r . If ( , ) P z t be the PGF of { ( , ), 0} P n t n  , then it satisfies the following differential equation
with initial condition ( , 0)
The solution of (11) in matrix exponential form is:
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is a rate GM of BMAP.
MMAP|G| model with catastrophes
Let consider the general homogeneous Markovian model under influence of SMP generated catastrophes. As in [17] , after every transition of environmental SMP the model jumps into the special state, let say 0-state, and then works from that state. When the SMP is in i state all parameters of the model are related to that state: DF of inter-arrival time of customers, DF and rates of service time of customers, their resource vectors. Let ( , , )
P t i n and ( , , )
P t i n defined the probabilities of having in the model 12 ( , ,..., ) k n n n = n customers at moment t when environmental SMP is in state i , for the models without catastrophes and with catastrophes, resp. The following theorem gives the connection between these two models probabilities, Theorem 5. The probabilities ( , , ) P t i n satisfy the following integral equations 0 ( , , ) (1 ( )) ( , , ) ( , , ) ( ).
The solution of (12) equations can be found
where ( ) { ( ),
= is a sojourn time distribution vector of SMP: ( )
is a renewal matrix of SMP which components satisfy the following equations
The proof can be done by using standard renewal arguments (see for example [38] ). Let 
,
which solution is 
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The proof can be done by using standard renewal arguments or by CMM (e.g. see [38] ). Theorem 7. The limiting distributions of () P n and () P z are given by 0 ( ) lim ( , , ) (1 ( )) ( , , ) , , 
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Let consider the infinite-server models MMAP|G| with catastrophes. In this model the environmental SMP can be considered as a catastrophes process. 
Which solutions are given by 
By substitution the expression for ( , , , ) The (38) is a known result for Mr|Gr| model (se for example [13] formula (5)).
Conclusion
We consider infinite-server MMAPk|Gk|∞ queue in SM random environment, marked MAP arrival of customers, random resource vector of each type of customers and catastrophes. 
